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Alex Stamm
XR | Research | Streaming

Envision Center 
Graphics Developer | Jan 2015 - Jan 2019
- Expanded the capabilities of our VR projects by implementing
  the first Unreal pipeline for the organization
- Developed a new method for viewing our 360 videos by building
  a custom VR video playback engine in OpenGL 
- Coordinated with clients and colleagues to negotiate scope, costs,
  contract hours, and to ensure scientific accuracy in the simulation
- Facilitated discussion between art and design leads to reach
  a cohesive aesthetic vision for team projects
- Put Dr. Buzz Aldrin on a virtual Mars   

Littlstar VR
VR Engineering Intern | May - Aug 2017
- Collaborated with designers and engineers to implement a new
  UI design into the main app
- Enhanced video playback for PSVR by distributing cores and
  optimizing the decoding capability of streamed videos
- Built stereoscopic UI schemes for better visual comprehension
  while viewing video in VR
- Packaged app to GearVR, Daydream, Oculus, Vive, and PSVR

Languages 
- C#
- C++
- OpenGL
- Blueprints
- Java

Purdue University
Computer Graphics Technology

Masters of Science
May 2019 | GPA: 3.92
- Focus: Cloud gaming and
             Graphics programming

Bachelor of Science 
May 2016 | GPA: 3.32
- Study abroad to Medellín, Colombia
- Global Engineering Showcase Award
  “Most Potential for Impact”

Assessing Image Quality Impact of View Bypass in Cloud Rendering
- Streaming console-quality game frames to a mobile
  device by render offloading
- Master’s thesis defense | March 2019

Augmented Virtuality in Real Time for Pre-visualization in Film
- Presented at the IEEE 3DUI | March 2016
- DOI: 10.1109/3DUI.2016.7460050

202-560-2834
stephen.alex.stamm@gmail.com

alexstamm.com | github.com/alexstamm

Software
- Unity
- Unreal
- FFmpeg
- Maya
- Visual Studio
- Adobe Products
- Processing 

Abilities
- Graphics 
  Programming
- VR/AR
  Development
- Shaders
- Video Encoding
- Video Streaming
- Mobile
  Development

- System
  Optimization
- Real-time
  Rendering
- Applied Research
- Academic Writing
- Technical Writing
- Public Speaking

Application engineer specializing in graphics programming, VR,
and video streaming with 4 years at the Envision Center and
additional software engineering experience at Littlstar VR.
An effective communicator capable of unifying artists, coders,
and designers into a cohesive team. An entrepreneurial engineer
excited to meet some of life’s most difficult challenges so that
new methods may be explored to solve them.

  


